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Mini-Projects

Completing your project is a seven-step process:

- Form a group of size 3 (size 2 or 4 requires special permission)
- Identify a relevant topic and request approval for your topic
- Schedule a coaching meeting with me for your group
- Write a 2-page draft, focusing on definitions and motivation
- (Review the draft of another group)
- Present your project (20 minutes + questions)
- Submit your paper (4-5 pages + references, IJCAI style)
Group Assignment 1

We mostly have modelled ballots as strict rankings of the alternatives. Propose an *alternative ballot format* and argue for its usefulness.
For our standard model of voting rules aggregating lists of rankings into nonempty sets, think of a possible application outside of politics.

Formulate a novel axiom that’s specifically relevant to your application.
Group Assignment 3

Give an example for a *technique* you learned about in another course that could potentially be applied in computational social choice.